
Updates!
More often!
As a busy league, alot of 
logistics happen.. 
sometimes all at once. 
The Mad Batter is our 
new monthly newsletter 

designed to keep you 
updated on what the 
board is planning! If 
you wish to contribute 
please let us know!

Just email: 
ercsainfo@gmail.com!
SOFTBALL WITHDRAWL?
NOW WITH THE SEASON PAST, DO 
YOU ALREADY MISS THE 
SOCIALIZATION OF THE GAME? 
WOULD YOU LIKE THE BOARD TO 
PLAN A WINTER SHIN DIG? LET US 
KNOW! ECRSAINFO@GMAIL.COM

continued on page 2

Well the banquet has come 
and gone, and was a 
success. The sound was a 
wee wonky, and sadly 2 
Spirit award trophies met 
an untimely demise, but 
the food was diverse, and 
the drinks were a plenty!

Hopefully, we can 
anticipate that Freeman’s 
might want to join our 
league as a sponsor next 
season! The list of winners 
for team awards and the 
passing amendments will 
be listed on page 2.

Banquet/AGM 2016

NEW BOARD! 

ROBIN PERRY

CAM MUNSIE

KENT MERCER

HEIDI LANGILLE

(3 SPOTS AVAILABLE, INQUIRE 
WITHIN)

THANK YOU FREEMAN’S Guess which 
league turns 10 
next year!

Hint: It’s us!

Amazing Season Surprises in 
store to celebrate this amazing 
event. STAY TUNED!!
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PLAY
BALL!

A huge shout out to 
Freeman’s for allowing us to 
through our event there. They 
helped us come under budget 
and gave us a superior 
selection of food and nibbles! 
Bravo!
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Amendments Passed

by Robin Perry
Chair
• • •

As with any league that 
exists over time, 
sometimes the constitution 
needs a little tweaking to 
freshen it up, or to re-align 
itself with the SPN when 
ever they make an 
adjustment. I am proud to 
see the membership of the 
league support and 
embrace all the 
amendments put forward. 

The list of the Amendments 
and what they mean will be 
included on the last page to 
give more information. If 
you have any ideas for any 
constitution, let us know 
and we can add it to the 
next AGM!

Con

TEAM AWARDS!

SPIRIT AWARDS 2106
Congratulations to all those Spirit Winners!You were voted 
by your own team mates as the soul of the team! Bravo! PS: 
If you did not get the chance to get an award because the 
fatal trophy fall of 2016, please let us know, as we have now 
replaced them and want to get them to you!

Freak Lunch Box:    Cat Mack
Noble Grape: Jules Gould
Solar Global Solutions: Kendra 
Carson-Stewart
Ocean Stone: Erica Alex
Adept: Lori Shand

Freak Lunch Box

Yifei Yang:  Rookie of the Year
Danielle Parsons: Most Badass
Keith Denny: Most Valuable

Noble Grape

Tomy Saunders: Most Imroved
Shane Benoit: Fielder’s Choice Award
Julie Hollenbach: Best Slide to Short 
                                  Stop

Ocean Stone

Walter Mycroft:  Mr Consistency 
Kelly Meuse: Sticky Glove
Dianna Prest: Team Cheerleader & Therapist

Adept

Lori Shand: Laugh Track Award
Rod Francis: Green Bin Award
Emily Bendell: Best handling of Pitcher’s Balls

Dug Out Dames

Alicia Wilson: MVP
Alex Wood: Rookie of the Year
Alanna Folwer: Most Flexible

Solar Global

Amelia Mesdag:  Rookie of the Year
Daniel Conrad: Everyone’s Favourite
                              Conner Award
Kattie Crossley: The Catch that won 
                                Series Award
	 	

NAGAAA Update
Good news every everyone! Recent discussions with the Vice 
President of North American Gay Amateur Athletic Association 
has cut the cost of the membership fee to $250. Discussions are 
on going, but it looks like we are on track to be able to send a 
team to Tampa Bay, Florida for the 2018 Slowpitch World Series. 
There are still many logistic hurdles to jump across for the 
process to be complete, but if you have any specific 
questions, by all means feel free to email us directly. 



ECRSA SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS 2016
Communication:
-all official communications to the board must be in the form of either written (hand or typed) format, or email.
PASSED

Appeals:
-appeals can be made unto five days following a board disciplinary decision
-appeals must be communicated via board approved medium
PASSED

Appeal Process:
-Appeal committee is comprised of three (3) neutral members of the league (individuals not involved with the 
disciplinary process) by request to the chair and vice chair.
-neutral members are chosen from either the coaches or senior members of the league
(senior meaning any member who has been playing in ECRSA for more than 3 years)
-Appeal committee has (10) days to interview individuals and gather all information relating to the disciplinary 
appeal
-at the end of the ten (10) days, the Appeal committee is to submit their final decision, at which
time board will accept and implement the committees report.
-all Appeal committees decisions are final.
PASSED

Strike Zone: 
-the new strike zone rules follows recent SPN recent change
-new rule states that if the ball hits the plate or the mat, it is considered a strike. (sec .76)
PASSED

NAGAAA: 
-join NAGAAA for a 2 year trial to see how it benefits the league
PASSED

INTRODUCED:

Team Spare Rule:

-a team may only pick up three (3) spares per game
-only exception to pick up more than three (3) spares is if the opposing team volunteers
 their extra players to fill the requesting teams roster.
PASSED

Thank you all for a great 2016 season!
If you would like to write an article for the Mad Batter, or have any article ideas, please feel free to let us know. This newsletter is meant to be for 
light humour and help increase communication between the board and our amazing players. All feedback is welcome.
We will accept chocolate too... but let’s start with feed back!
!                  -Robin


